“Beautifully bright but relaxing salon.
I felt welcome instantly. The ladies
are friendly and professional – really
listening to what you would like and
offer great advice”
CLIENT REVIEW

HAIRCUTS
LADIES – includes a complimentary shampoo
Style Cut: $55.00
Restyle: $75.00
High School Girl: $40.00 (additional surcharge of $5.00 for a shampoo)
Fringe Trim: $10.00
*Pension pricing available upon request

MENS – includes a complimentary shampoo
Style Cut: $30.00
Mens Restyle Cut: $45.00
Clipper Cut: $20.00
Men’s Cut and Colour: $80.00
Beard Trim: $5.00
*Pension pricing available upon request

KIDS - additional surcharge of $5.00 for a shampoo
Non-school Age: $20.00
Infants/Primary: $25.00

TINTING:
Lashes/Brows: $20.00
Brows: $10.00

HAIR COLOUR SERVICES
SEMI/TINT/ SCALP BLEACH
Hairline: $70.00
Short: $90.00
Medium: $100.00
Long: $120.00
*Additional $25.00 for extra colour if needed
*Additional foils with colour starting from $30.00 - $65.00

VIVIDS
PRAVANA is the creative colour category innovator with its award-winning
VIVIDS collection. Introduced over 14 years ago, VIVIDS now has the industry’s
largest semi-permanent creative colour.
Short: $45.00
Medium: $55.00
Long: $65.00
*Need to add blow-dry or haircut to the price

FOILS
½ Head Foils: $95.00
Full Head Foils: $135.00
Per Foil (max 10:) $7.00 per foil (excludes blow dry)
Streaks: $80.00

TONER
A colour service that can neutralise unwanted tones and can refresh/ brighten
existing colour in the hair.
Toner Short: $25.00
Toner Medium: $35.00
Toner Long: $45.00

STAND ALONE TONER WITH A SERVICE
Short/Medium (includes blowdry): $65.00
Short/Medium (includes haircut): $120.00
Long (includes blowdry): $85.00
Long (includes haircut): $140.00

BLOWDRY/SETS
Above the shoulder blow wave: $45.00
Below the shoulder blow wave: $60.00
Shampoo/Set: $35.00
Shampoo/Quick Dry: $20.00 (this is a quick 15-minute service)
Shampoo/Cut/Set: $50.00

COLOUR CORRECTION
Colour Correction is a process performed to remove any unwanted colour or
colour build up prior to your colour application.
*Please note: accurate pricing will be given upon consultation.

STYLES
Upstyle: $90.00
Dry Curls – No Shampoo: $50.00
Trial Upstyle: $65.00
Flower Girls: $35.00
Braiding: $15.00

PERMS
Short: $120.00
Medium/Long: $150.00
Spiral Perm: $350.00+
Pensioner Perm: $100.00
Extra Solution (if needed): $20.00

YOUNIQUE HAIRS SPECIALISED SERVICES
Our specialised hair service offerings are very important to Younique Hair, we
take great pride in being able to offer such high-quality services.
These appointments will require a 50% deposit upon booking to secure your
appointment.

BALAYAGE – Including toner
Balayage is a fine art technique for highlighting hair in which the colour is
applied in such a way as to create a graduated, natural-looking effect.
Prices start from: $150.00+
*Please note: accurate pricing will be given upon consultation.

MELTS – Including toner
Melting is a technique that requires a lot of fine detail and precision in using
multiple shades to create a gradual melted effect.
Prices start from: $195.00+
*Please note: accurate pricing will be given upon consultation.

TREATMENTS – add onto services
Hot Towel: $10.00
Silk Degrees Treatment: $10.00
Cezanne Reboot Treatment: $20.00

BLONDPRO
BLONDPRO COLOUR SERVICE – BOND MULTIPLIER
Actively repairs your hair during a chemical service. This bond multiplier service
can also be used as a stand-alone treatment to repair pre-existing damage or as
preparation for a major service.
Prices start from: $40.00+

BLONDPRO STAND ALONE TREATMENT- BOND PERFECTOR
Repairs and rebuilds the hair bonds after your colour or chemical service is
complete.
Prices start from: $65.00+

BLONDPRO FREE TAKE HOME GIFT – HAIR PERFECTOR
After your in-salon treatment you will receive a take home treatment allowing
you to continue the BlondPro repair process between your salon services.
Product Retails At: $30.00

KERATIN SMOOTHING THERAPY - Requires a 50% deposit upon
consultation and booking
Keratin Smoothing Treatment is a transformational, long lasting and safe Salon
treatment. Keratin brings hair to its ideal, most beautiful condition without
using dangerous chemicals. This smoothing treatment will soften and tame your
hair, making it easier for you to control and style as well as cut your blow-drying
time in half!
We provide two types of Keratin:
-Express: Suitable for all hair types and lasts anywhere from 4 up to 6 weeks on
average. Price starts at $110.00+ (take home products excluded)
-Classic: Longevity from 3 to 5 months on average. Price starts at $250.00+ (take
home shampoo and conditioner product included)
*Please note: accurate pricing will be given upon consultation and to maintain
the longevity of these services accurate aftercare is essential.

